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ABSTRACT
Anand, Gaurish. M.S., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State University,
2014. Automatic Identification of Interestingness In Biomedical Literature.

This thesis presents research on automatically identifying interestingness in a graph of
semantic predications. Interestingness represents a subjective quality of information that
represents its value in meeting a user’s known or unknown retrieval needs. The perception
of information as interesting requires a level of utility for the user as well as a balance
between significant novelty and sufficient familiarity. It can also be influenced by additional factors such as unexpectedness or serendipity with recent experiences. The ability
to identify interesting information facilitates the development of user-centered retrieval,
especially in information semantic summarization and iterative, step-wise searching such
as in discovery browsing systems. Ultimately, this allows biomedical researchers to more
quickly identify information of greatest potential interest to them, whether expected or,
perhaps more importantly, unexpected. Current discovery browsing systems use iterative
information retrieval to discover new knowledge a process that requires finding relevant
co-occurring topics and relationships through consistent human involvement to identify interesting concepts. Although interestingness is subjective, this thesis identifies computable
quantities in semantic data that correlate to interestingness in user searches. We compare
several statistical and rule-based models correlating graph data extracted from semantic
predications with concept interestingness as demonstrated in PubMed queries.
Semantic predications represent scientific assertions extracted from all of the biomedical literature contained in the MEDLINE database. They are of the form, “subject-predicateobject”. Predications can easily be represented as graphs, where subjects and objects are
nodes and predicates form edges. A graph of predications represents the assertions made in
the citations from which the predications were extracted. This thesis uses graph metrics to
identify features from the predication graph for model generation. These features are based
iii

on degree centrality (connectedness) of the seed concept node and surrounding nodes; they
are also based on frequency of occurrence measures of the edges between the seed concept
and surrounding nodes as well as between the nodes surrounding the seed concept and the
neighbors of those nodes. A PubMed query log is used for training and testing models
for interestingness. This log contains a set of user searches over a 24-hour period, and
we make the assumption that co-occurrence of concepts with the seed concept in searches
demonstrates interestingness of that concept with regard to the seed concept.
Graph generation begins by the selection of a set of all predications containing the
seed concept from the Semantic MEDLINE database (our training dataset uses Alzheimer’s
disease as the seed concept). The graph is built with the seed concept as the central node.
Additional nodes are added for each concept that occurs with the seed concept in the initial
predications and an edge is created for each instance of a predication containing the two
concepts. The edges are labeled with the specific predicate in the predication. This graph is
extended to include additional nodes within two leaps from the seed concept. The concepts
in the PubMed query logs are normalized to UMLS concepts or Entrez Gene symbols
using MetaMap. Token-based and user-based counts are collected for each co-occurring
term. These measures are combined to create a weighted score which is used to determine
three potential thresholds of interestingness based on deviation from the mean score. The
concepts that are included in both the graph and the normalized log data are identified for
use in model training and testing.
In modeling interestingness, we rely on commonly used mining algorithms: support
vector machines, naı̈ve bayes, and rule induction. To evaluate the models generated by
these algorithms, we calculate precision, recall, and f-score for each model at all three
interestingness thresholds. The best performing model is tested on three additional seed
topics: Schizophrenia, Diabetes, and Colitis.
The results show that the model based on the rule-induction algorithm generated performs best. Performance was best with the Schizophrenia dataset, which suggests there is

iv

a benefit of training and testing on semantically similar topics or perhaps on broader seed
concepts. Additionally, the use of more graph metric features, a larger duration of query
log, and separating log data by user class can be used to improve the performance.
To conclude, this thesis presents a novel approach of identifying interestingness in a
graph of semantic predications. A positive correlation is seen between interestingness and
graph metrics. The results show the potential for improving the identification of interestingness of retrieved information for searches in discovery browsing and beyond.

v
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1.

Introduction

Interestingness has been defined as, “engaging or exciting and holding the attention or curiosity” 1 . The phenomenon of interestingness is relevant to the research process. Biomedical researchers, for example, use their knowledge of previous discoveries and established
norms to influence decisions on which topics might be worthwhile (and interesting) to explore. The literature also contributes information which may pique a researcher’s interest.
However, with the number of biomedical publications increasing exponentially (see figure
1.1) 2 , the ability for researchers to keep abreast of changes within their own fields, let
alone relevant developments in complementary fields, is waning.
Biomedical text mining provides tools for managing and facilitating access to the
biomedical literature and interesting topics. For example in Semantic MEDLINE [34],
assertions are extracted from all of the biomedical literature in the MEDLINE database and
represented as semantic predications (a triple of subject-predicate-object). Predications
can be used to summarize citations and give an overview of any concept in the UMLS and
Entrez gene as it is represented in the published literature. This work uses the overview
ability of predications for a given concept. These predications are capable of being visualized in graph form (see Semantic MEDLINE 3 ). Therefore, the work presented here
1

Interestingness. (n.d.). Retrieved August 24, 2014, from http://dictionary.reference.
com/browse/interestingness
2
MEDLINE literature growth chart. (2010). Retrieved August 22, 2014, from http://jasonpriem.
org/2010/10/medline-literature-growth-chart/
3
Semantic MEDLINE. (2013, June 27). Retrieved August 24, 2014, from http://skr3.nlm.nih.
gov/SemMed/index.html
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Figure 1.1: MEDLINE articles added by year
exploits characteristics that are based on the graph structure of predications. In order to
model the Interestingness of concepts, three prominent algorithms in data mining are used:
naı̈ve bayes, support vector machines, and rule induction.
Owing to the simple structure and useful content of predications, they have been used
in several processes including: 1) Information retrieval (IR), 2) automatic summarization
and 3) literature-based discovery (LBD). IR returns documents relevant to search requirements of the user. The main limitation of IR systems is the requirement to manually sift
through documents to uncover desired information. IR, therefore, is often supplemented
with filtering options, such as selection of a topic or theme in order to summarize search results. The user may iteratively expand or reduce their interests through subsequent searching with different filtering options. Automatic summarization only provides an overview
of interesting aspects of the entire search results where users submit a specific query and
receive a single summarized result according to their filter selection. On the other hand, a
particular type of LBD, called discovery browsing, expands this approach by allowing the
user to search iteratively, incorporating results into subsequent searches, to refine and expand based on user’s interests. LBD is characterized by uncovering hidden but novel infor2

mation implicit in non-interacting literatures[7]. There are two modes of discovery in LBD:
open and closed. In open discovery, one starts with a concept X and attempts to generate
a potentially new discovery of a relationship between X and another concept Z, through
their independent relationships to some intermediate concept Y. In closed discovery, both
the starting concept X and the end concept Z are known in advance. The researcher has
a hypothesis about the relationship between X and Z (potential new discovery) and seeks
elaboration or explanation (Y) [20]. LBD has been approached in numerous ways, for example: 1) Serendipitous Knowledge Discovery[40], 2) Discovery Browsing[39], 3) Obvio
4

, and 4) Bitola[19].
Workman et. al. [40], discussed the notion of serendipitous knowledge discovery

(SKD) and identified four components essential to making a discovery within online environments. These four components are; “a) a prepared mind, b) the act of noticing, c)
the element of chance, and d) a fortuitous outcome, triggered by “the find” (the knowledge component driving the discovery).” These elements can be seen as originating from
an internal user state (a and b), external properties of information organization (c) or a
combination of the two (d). Similarly, Wilkowski et. al. [39] introduced the concept
of “discovery browsing”, which is an extension to LBD and concentrates on elucidating
poorly understood areas of biomedicine, rather than necessarily making new discoveries.
A key component of discovery browsing is “cooperative reciprocity” between human and
machine in order to iteratively focus system output to meet the needs of the user. The common notion that originates from these works is the need for human involvement and finding
links to identify interesting concepts.
Grady Booch in [5] notes that “An object by itself is intensely uninteresting and objects contribute to the behavior of a system by collaborating with one another”. This thesis
uses this observation in the biomedical literature domain. In an effort to find something
interesting on a given topic, the context and related topics are essential. An open discovery
4

Obvio. (n.d.). Retrieved September 10, 2014, from http://wiki.knoesis.org/index.php/
Obvio

3

scenarios starts with a known seed concept. It is relatively easy to begin the exploration,
but finding connected, interesting concepts that may lead to useful information is more difficult. One such example is seen in [6], where the aim is to elucidate the obesity paradox.
Obesity has been implicated as one of the major risk factors for hypertension, heart failure, and coronary heart disease [2]. However, evidence from clinical cohorts of patients
with several critical care events (e.g., myocardial infarction, stroke, acute kidney failure)
indicates a paradoxical benefit of obesity because overweight and obese patients with these
critical conditions tend to have a more favorable short term prognosis. In order to generate
a hypothesis for the mechanism of this phenomenon, Cairelli et. al. [6] begin the process of
extracting evidence by searching for the term obesity by retrieving about 20,000 citations.
Using Semantic MEDLINE5 , a summary graph of around 118,000 predications was generated. PPAR gamma was seen as an interesting concept because its role in inflammation
was unfamiliar to the user and was therefore added to his chain of investigation. This was
followed by selection of phthalate, originating from a search of obesity and PPAR gamma,
because it was uncommon, apparently unrelated, and unfamiliar to the user (for more information, see [6]. The chains of interesting concepts were iteratively added to reach the
conclusion that obesity may prevent morbidity and mortality in ICU settings due to the
anti-inflammatory action of phthalate in obese patients. Although this process facilitated
the review of 21,397 citations by generating 132,118 predications, the process still suffered
from significant inefficiencies in presenting the concept relations in summarized form; user
identification of interesting concepts was done manually. Therefore, the number of logical
steps taken to identify concepts of interest in order to expand the breadth of search gives
the fundamental motivation for exploring the notion of interestingness.
In a scenario on Alzheimer’s research as shown in figure 1.26 , the number of concepts
that are connected to Alzheimer’s (at the center of the graph) demonstrate the amount
5

http://skr3.nlm.nih.gov/SemMed/index.html
Nodes and edges have been removed by discarding predications, with frequency of occurrence below 9.
This was done to show clear distinction of nodes and edges in figure. The actual number of concept that are
connected to Alzheimer’s in our knowledge source is over 4000.
6
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of information in the literature. The amount of information represented for a single topic
highlights that finding topics that are interesting to the user is a significant problem. Finding
concepts in the literature that are relevant for expanding the breadth of search with respect
to Alzheimer’s is crucial to researchers and can further enhance, literature-based discovery,
information retrieval, and other systems. In order to capture interesting concepts relative to
Alzheimer’s and other topic concepts, this thesis is trained on a query log from the PubMed
biomedical literature retrieval system. It is based on the assumption that terms included in a
query containing the concept Alzheimer disease represent concepts that the user considers
interesting within the context of Alzheimer’s, and when viewed together with all of the
users’ related searches, a set of interesting concepts can be defined for the average user.
Hence, we aim to identify interesting concepts by exploiting the graph properties of the
triples extracted from the biomedical literature and use generic PubMed user query logs to
train and evaluate the methods explored.

1.1

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into 7 chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the tools, dataset and algorithms that are of relevant to the task of computing interestingness. Chapter 3 discusses
the collection, pre-processing, and application of algorithms to the PubMed query logs and
biomedical assertions dataset and discusses the evaluation of the three models that can contribute in capturing interestingness. Chapter 4 presents the best performing model’s result
on test datasets, and provides a summary of the evaluation. Chapter 5 discusses the relevance of the thesis and describes the potential limitations and benefits of the experiment
conducted. Chapter 6 discusses potential ideas on how to extend this thesis’ work. In the
final chapter (Chapter 7), the material discussed in the previous chapters is summarized and
a potential use-case for this work is given.

5

Figure 1.2: Graph summarizing Alzheimer’s Research using SemRep predications

6

2.

Related Work and Background

In this chapter, we survey work related to this thesis and we point out the contributions of
the previous researchers in order to place our contribution in proper context. We organize
this survey by first describing the work of researchers in the context of finding interestingness or new knowledge in graph data and PubMed query log, it is followed by a brief
description of the tools and algorithms that are central to this thesis work.

2.1

Related Work Relevant to Interestingness

We survey literature to identify work that is similar and the contributions of previous researchers as well as to provide perspective to our contribution in this interdisciplinary study.
There are three main identified areas of related work that we investigate and exploit: 1) data
mining, 2) PubMed query log based, and 3) mining in biomedical domain.
The notion of interestingness has been identified and used in one way or another by
[6, 39, 40] to identify novel, unexpected or uncommon concepts to find or explore new
information. Although these works use concept of interestingness, there is no formalization of identifying such co-occurring concepts as interesting in the biomedical domain.
The work of this thesis explicitly uses the characteristics of interestingness established in
[6] for finding interesting co-occurring concepts to find interesting assertions for a major topic. This thesis aims to establish a relationship between co-occurring concepts in
PubMed queries with assertions extracted from related biomedical literature. The concepts
7

in PubMed that are connected to a major topic are extracted and classified as interesting
specifically for PubMed users. With the help of classifier algorithms, the interestingness
is modelled for classification based on the features extracted from the characteristics of a
graph of semantic predications related to the seed concept. This work is the first attempt
to correlate PubMed user search terms (in a search for biomedical literature) with actual
assertions extracted from the biomedical literature.
Interestingness has been studied in other domains with respect to discovering new or
unknown knowledge before. In [12], interestingness has been studied for five mathematical discovery programs developed to perform discovery in mathematics. This work aims
to identify reasons for considering a concept or conjecture interesting. Their evaluation of
interestingness relies on 1) plausibility of conjectures, 2) novelty, 3) surprisingness, 4) applicability, 5) comprehensibility and complexity, and 6) utility. This work does not provide
an evaluation to interestingness but describes the usefulness of each tool, and the potential
findings that may result from each tool. The work acknowledges that assessing interestingness is difficult and programming prediction of usefulness of a topic is even more difficult.
Although, this work is a survey paper on the discovery programs in mathematical domain,
it is relevant to our work as it provides some key insight into what is viewed as interestingness in other domains. Similarly, in data mining, interestingness has been studied as a
measure for ranking and enhancing patterns extracted before and/or after modeling.
[24] presents a survey for all the interestingness measures in this field. They categorize
interestingness measure into two broad categories: objective and subjective. Objective
interestingness measure is based on statistical strength of a pattern while the subjective
interestingness is based on the user’s subjective knowledge, which is akin to our concept of
interestingness. Subjective knowledge is further categorized as actionable or unexpected.
The paper seeks to present all the popular interestingness measures. The success of finding
interesting measures relies on the data set. The addition of user-defined patterns and rules
can further augment the knowledge derived from the machine generated rule. Currently, we

8

are using machine-generated rules and we expect that addition of user-defined or domain
expert-curated rules may be used in addition to the generated rules to capture more focused
and unique concepts that may have been missed in this study.
Since our work exploits PubMed query logs for retrieving interesting concepts, we
look at work specifically aimed at exploiting PubMed query logs. In [38], PubMed query
logs are studied for providing suggestions on query reformulation. In this work, they investigate if a query should be reformulated by adding, removing, or replacing words. In their
work, they use three machine learning algorithms: naı̈ive bayes, SVM and maximum entropy classifier. Various text features are extracted such as length of query, average length
of words in characters, salient words, hit rate, relative frequency of word, etc. for data
analysis purposes. A limitation of this study is that it provides one suggestion only for
each query. Also, there is not enough explanation whether the suggestion presented by this
methodology is meaningful for a given seed concept.
In [23], query frequency is computed using the queries entered by different PubMed
users. This is followed by the selection of queries that have more than one term and are
not very long. A frequency threshold is determined and then terms that meet that threshold
are selected as possible candidates. Unlike [38], this measure provides more than one suggestion but the suggestions may not really be novel, that is, their methodology will show
unrelated and unspecific terms as part of suggestions. Our work on the other hand is capable of removing non-novel concepts by using the available features to remove generalized
and unrelated terms in our dataset. This is essential for our study because the model should
capture concepts that may assist domain experts in broadening their search area. The removal of generalized terms and predicates that are not meaningful helps eliminate such
general terms and promises more relevant and related terms to a seed concept.. Likewise,
[36] produce query suggestions using modified association rule mining model using web
search engine query logs. Since, it is domain independent, it is difficult to acknowledge the
relevance and benefits this approach will have in biomedical domain.

9

An important area of exploration is the application of data mining in the biomedicine
domain. Our survey indicates that most of the research that is carried out is focused on
healthcare data. Researchers have applied data mining to multimedia data [3] to identify
tumors in digital mammography. Use of data mining technology is also relevant in finding
associations and patterns from clinical data such as [9] There is also work done on web mining such as [41], with the aim to extract information that may be important to physicians.
The comparison of these works shown in [37], provides evidence of limited relevance to
the aim of the work presented in this thesis, because these works and their motives are very
domain specific and tackle very specific, unrelated problems.

2.2

Background

This section provides a brief overview of the tools and algorithms that are used for conducting research involving biomedical literature, information seeking behavior and classification algorithms used in this thesis.

2.2.1

Preliminaries

Knowledge acquisition is the process of acquiring knowledge from a source. This is a
crucial requirement for research, and this step begins by identifying dataset that represents
the information in the best possible manner for the research being conducted. In this thesis,
two different datasets are exploited: a) semantic predications, a dataset which provides
information on biomedical literature, and b) PubMed query logs, a dataset which describes
the biomedical researcher’s information seeking information.

10

2.2.1.1

PubMed

The PubMed is a search interface that is available publicly for querying the MEDLINE
database. MEDLINE is a database of biomedical journal and provides over 21 million
references on biomedical and life sciences journal articles dating from early 19th century
[30]. The MEDLINE database is directly searchable from National Library of Medicine
PubMed, and can be accessed programmatically using the Entrez eUtils system.
This vast collection of biomedical research data is largest in the world and is frequently
visited by researchers throughout the world for searching MEDLINE journals. In [18],
Herskovic et. al. notes that PubMed has different audience than general purpose engines.
As of 2002 [22], the audience of PubMed has been estimated to be one-third general public
and two-thirds as healthcare professionals and researchers. Also, NLM estimates that in
2013, on the average day approximately 3 million searches were performed on the PubMed
website (not including application programming interface calls) [29]. This provides support
for using the PubMed query log to select the co-occurring terms of major concepts to define
classes for interestingness.

2.2.1.2

Unified Medical Language System, MetaMap, SemRep

The following subsections cover some of the resources that have been classified as stateof-the-art and essential to this project’s aim to incorporate the biomedical literature aspect
of the research. This part of the thesis covers Semantic Knowledge Representation (SKR)
project, Unified Medical Language System(UMLS) and MetaMap. SKR project is involved
in conducting research in the natural language processing based on the UMLS knowledge
sources [16]. The UMLS is a collection of controlled vocabularies in the biomedical sciences. MetaMap is a tool that when given an arbitrary piece of text, finds and returns
relevant Metathesaurus concepts. These projects are crucial and underlying to this thesis
research.
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2.2.1.2.1

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)

The UMLS, or Unified Medical Language System, is a set of files and software that
brings together many health and biomedical vocabularies and standards to enable interoperability between computer systems.
The UMLS has three tools, which form the Knowledge Sources:
• Metathesaurus: Terms and codes from many vocabularies, including CPT, ICD-10CM, LOINC, MeSH, RxNorm, and SNOMED CT.
• Semantic Network: Broad categories (semantic types) and their relationships (semantic relations).
• SPECIALIST Lexicon and Lexical Tools: Natural language processing tools. You
can use the UMLS to enhance or develop applications, such as electronic health
records, classification tools, dictionaries and language translators.
UMLS is prominently used in the health information domain and its application includes linking health information, medical terms, drug names, and billing codes across
different computer systems. UMLS is also very useful for search engine retrieval, data
mining, public health statistics reporting, and terminology research [31].
2.2.1.2.2

MetaMap

MetaMap is known for providing access to the concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus
[4]. The Metathesaurus concepts are identified in biomedical text based on MetaMap’s
algorithm. The process begins by parsing the text and mainly collecting noun phrases
which is passed through the SPECIALIST parser. This step is followed by the variant
generation, when the SPECIALIST lexicon is checked for any variations and synonyms for
the phrase. All the possible variants form the candidate set. This is followed by a candidate
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scoring, with the intent to score the strength of mapping. This score is based on four metrics
that consist of involvement of the selected noun phrase, average of inverse distance score,
text matching, and number of pieces that match the phrase. There is an additional step for
output, which is mapping construction. MetaMap output’s variant that has the highest score
under the category of Meta Mapping. A sample output of MetaMap is shown below.

Phrase: ”Joa3P4IOFpEAAAnLnl0AAAAH 34099 (alzheimer disease) AND (beta
carotene)”
Meta Mapping (1000):
1000 C1521724:Alzheimer’s Disease (Alzheimer’s Disease Pathway KEGG)
[Pathologic Function]
1000 C0053396:.beta.-carotene (Beta Carotene) [Organic Chemical, Pharmacologic Substance, Vitamin]
Phrase: ”eqRT3YIOFpEAAEot-9EAAAAC 29239 NMDA alzheimer”
Meta Mapping (666):
666 C0079883:NMDA (N-Methylaspartate) [Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein, Biologically Active Substance, Pharmacologic Substance]

2.2.1.2.3

Semantic Predications

In biomedical domain, Natural Language Processing (NLP) research is applied in two
genres; processing clinical notes, and research literature. Rindflesch et. al. [33] examined
the latter genre and proposed a representation that expresses the semantics of the text. This
representation is based on identification of concepts that provides enriched meaning of the
text with an additional level of processing that connects the concepts through a relationship. These relationships are referred to as predicates or proposition. Finally, the extracted
logical subject-predicate-object triple whose elements are drawn from UMLS knowledge-
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base are called semantic predications. The subject and object are UMLS Metathesaurus
concepts, and the predicate is derived from the Semantic Network. The object with respect to the subject and vice-versa is referred to as the opposing argument of the subject or
opposing argument of the object respectively, from hereon.
The schema for the semantic predications is of the following form:

[Concept] - Relationship - [Concept]
“Concept”’s source: UMLS Metathesaurus
“Relationship”’s source: UMLS semantic network

2.2.1.2.4

SemRep

SemRep extracts semantic predications from the biomedical research literature (MEDLINE citations, specifically). SemRep utilizes an underspecified (or shallow) parser that
performs a syntactic analysis based on SPECIALIST lexicon and the MedPost part-ofspeech tagger. Following parsing, it identifies simple noun phrases and maps to concepts
in the UMLS Metathesaurus using MetaMap [33].
For example, from the sentence in (a), SemRep extracts the predications in (d) where
(b) is the syntactic analysis from underspecified parser.
(a) ” elevation of plasma levels of glucose and insulin leads to a decrease in plasma amyloid precursor protein concentration.”
(b) head([lexmatch([glucose]), inputmatch([glucose]), tag(noun), bases([glucose])]),
[head([lexmatch([insulin]), inputmatch([insulin]), tag(noun), bases([insulin])])],
head([lexmatch([decrease]), inputmatch([decrease]), tag(noun), bases([decrease])]),
mod([lexmatch([’amyloid precursor protein’]), inputmatch([amyloid,precursor,protein]),
tag(noun), bases([amyloid,precursor,protein])])
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(c) SE|00000000||tx|1|text|elevation of plasma levels of glucose and insulin leads to a decrease in plasma amyloid precursor protein concentration
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0017725|Glucose|bacs,carb,phsu|||glucose||||1000|31|37
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0021641|Insulin|aapp,horm,phsu|||insulin||||1000|43|49
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0547047|Decrease|qnco|||decrease||||1000|62|69
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0085151|Amyloid beta-Protein Precursor|aapp,bacs|||amyloid
precursor protein||||893|81|105
SE|00000000||tx|1|relation|4|1|C0021641|Insulin|aapp,gngm,horm,phsu |aapp |||insulin
||||1000|43|49|NOM |INHIBITS||62|69|1|1|C0085151|Amyloid beta-Protein Precursor|aapp,gngm,bacs|gngm|||amyloid precursor protein||||893|81|105
SE|00000000||tx|1|relation|4|1|C0017725|Glucose|bacs,carb,phsu |bacs |||glucose ||||1000|31
|37 |NOM |INHIBITS ||62 |69 |1 |1 |C0085151 |Amyloid beta-Protein Precursor |aapp,gngm,bacs
|gngm |||amyloid precursor protein ||||893 |81 |105
(d) Glucose → INHIBITS → amyloid precursor protein
Insulin → INHIBITS → amyloid precursor protein
For full output, please see Appendix A and Appendix B.

In order to establish this fact by going from (a) to (c), the input is submitted to an
underspecified parser. Similar to MetaMap, the parser utilizes the syntactic information
available in the SPECIALIST lexicon. The possibility of having part-of-speech ambiguities
are resolved by using Xerox part-of-speech tagger. This parser’s output is shown in (b).
From (b), noun phrases are identified and given a partial internal analysis. The referring expressions in (c), such as Glucose, Insulin, and Amyloid Precursor Protein are
augmented with Metathesaurus concepts identified by MetaMap. The interpretation of semantic propositions depends on the analysis of underspecified parser and is based on the
syntactic makeup. Rules are devised that use the indicators such as verbs, prepositions,
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and the head-modifier relation in simple noun phrases to map to predicates in Semantic
Network [33].
2.2.1.2.5

SemMedDB

SemMedDB is a database of information regarding semantic predications extracted
from PubMed citations using the SemRep program [21]. SemMedDB provides details
about semantic predications (e.g., UMLS preferred name, unique identifier and semantic
type for concepts) and their source citations (PubMed ID, publication date, source sentence). Version 2.3 of SemMedDB (also referred to as semmedVER23) contains 23,138,556
citations dated from 1809 to 2014. We are primarily using a convenience table, PREDICATION AGGREGATE, that contains all the information that we require, in particular,
concept names, predicate, PubMed IDs and concept unique identifiers (CUIs).
Table 2.1 shows the number of PubMed citations and total predications in SemMed
database. [21] describes the range of biomedical applications that use SemMed database.
It has been used in literature-based discovery and hypothesis generation [26, 39, 20] and
also used for providing analogical reasoning to suggest drug therapies in [10]. SemMedDB
supports the Semantic MEDLINE web application which can be used for searching, summarizing and visualizing PubMed citations.
Type
Count
Citations
23,138,556
Predications 67,344,432
Table 2.1: Amount of Data in SemMedDB
1
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2.2.2

Graph of Predications

Semantic predications in the SemMedDB are triples in nature and are amenable to representation in a graph form due to the nature of the three components. When an assertion
is extracted from SemMedDB in the form of a predication, it represents the relation between two concepts. Considering a seed concept, querying all predications that contain
the concept, whether in the role of subject or object of the predication, provides all of the
neighbors of the seed concept in a predication graph. The seed concept and each of the connected concept form the nodes of the graph and the relationships between pairs of nodes
form the edges. Figure 2.1 shows graph of predications for the running example of amyloid
precursor protein.

Figure 2.1: Graph of Predications

2.2.3

Basics of Graph Theory

Semantic predications in the SemMedDB, being triples are amenable to representation in
graph form and therefore, can be explored using graph theory. Graph theory is the study of
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graphs which uses a set of functions and measures pertaining to graph properties. A graph
is an abstract representation of a set of objects called nodes or vertices in which some pairs
of vertices are connected by arcs or edges. A graph is often denoted by an ordered pair G
= (V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges [32].
Although the predications can be viewed as a directed graph, where the link goes
from subject to object via the predicate, here we disregard directionality for analysis purposes. In our approach to finding concepts related to a seed concept that meet the criteria
of interestingness, we assume that directionality provides only incremental additional information regarding the predication set. Thus, we focus our investigation on the properties
of undirected graphs.
In undirected graph, E = (i, j) |i, j ∈ V is defined as the single connection between
nodes i and j. In this case, we say that i and j are neighbors. A multi-edge connection
consists of two or more edges that have the same endpoints. Such multi-edges are especially
important for networks in which two elements can be linked by more than one connection.
In such cases, each connection indicates a different type of information. For example, the
two nodes Aspirin and Headache can be connected by an edge labeled TREATS as well as
an edge CAUSES.

2.2.3.1

Degree Centrality

Degree Centrality is the number of concepts that are direct neighbors to a given concept.
This work aims at identifying the importance of a node within a graph. Degree centrality as
defined in [42] is mathematically written in equation 2.1. Here, Cd (v) is the degree centrality of vertex v, n is the number of vertices in the graph and deg(v) is the number of edges
from v to another vertex. The term n−1 represents the number of possible connections for
a given node, since in an undirected graph no edge can connect a node to itself.

Cd (v) =

deg(v)
n−1
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(2.1)

2.2.4

Data Mining Preliminaries

Data mining refers to extracting or “mining” knowledge from large amounts of data[17].
It is a step in the process of discovering knowledge that consists of applying data analysis
and discovery algorithms to discover information that can be more compact, more abstract,
or more useful. Thus, data mining plays a vital role in discovering useful knowledge, and
forms the subset of knowledge discovery in databases(KDD).
[15] defines classification as operation which generalizes known structure to apply to
new data. Since classification is used to categorize a collection, the problem of identifying
interestingness concept can be best handled using the classification algorithms. Therefore,
the capabilities of classification have been utilized to find the interesting concepts using
graph data of semantic predications.
Furthermore, Fayyad et. al.[15] have identified three primary components for any
data mining models: (1) model representation, (2) model evaluation, and (3) search. This
thesis work utilizes three different classification algorithms, Naı̈ve-Bayes, Singular Vector
Machine, and Rule Induction. The following subsections provide a brief description of
each algorithm.

2.2.4.1

Naı̈ve-Bayes

It is a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayes’ theorem (from Bayesian
statistics). Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers assume that the effect of an attribute value on a given
class is independent of other attributes [17]. In simple terms, a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier assumes that all the attributes are independent given that value of class variable [43]. Therefore, Naı̈ve Bayes can be efficiently and easily trained.
In this work, standard implementation of Naı̈ve Bayes is used, which is provided by
RapidMiner[25].
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2.2.4.2

Singular Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM is considered a powerful method for both classification and regression. The thesis
uses the LIBSVM algorithm[8] available through RapidMiner [25] for classification purposes.
LIBSVM involves two steps: 1) training a dataset and 2) modelling to predict the
information of testing dataset [8]. In LIBSVM, the classification problem is transformed
to a two-class problems. LIBBSVM supports the implementation of C-SVC. In [13]’s
algorithm, the training data is transformed into high dimensional space. This is done to
ensure that there is good separation between the hyperplane and training data points. By
having these points in space separated by a good distance, it ensures that the test datasets
are easily mapped to the category they belong to.

2.2.4.3

Rule Induction

Rule Induction in RapidMiner[25] uses ’Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error
Reduction’ (RIPPER, Cohen [11]) algorithm. RIPPER, or RIPPERk is developed to create
propositional rules that can perform efficiently on noisy datasets, missing attributes, numerical variables and multiple classes. In [11], the algorithm stops adding rules when the
last constructed rule’s error rate is greater than 50% on the pruning data. This is further
optimized by the “grow and simplify” aspect of the algorithm[11]. Each rule generated
is considered for optimization to prevent overfitting and underfitting. In the optimization
phase, each rule is grown and pruned again to minimize error and cover any positive examples that might be left. Thus, Rule Induction is a substantially better algorithm over other
decision tree algorithms for our needs.
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3.

Method

3.1

Overview

This thesis proposes a computable estimate of interestingness for biomedical concepts
based on their representation in the biomedical literature. The following sections cover
the methodology used to correlate the characteristics of graphs of semantic predications extracted from the literature in MEDLINE with interestingness as represented in co-occurring
concepts in PubMed query logs.
The approach begins by extracting SemRep predications from SemMedDB related
to Alzheimer’s disease. These predications are then represented as a graph. The graph
can then be exploited using graph metrics to derive various characteristics relative to the
seed concept. We train three different algorithms (naı̈ve bayes, rule-induction, and support
vector machine) to model the interestingness demonstrated in the PubMed query logs using
features from the predication graphs and interestingness classification from the logs. The
best performing algorithm’s model is then run on three different test cases (Schizophrenia,
Diabetes, and Colitis) and evaluated against the interestingness shown for each of these
seed concepts in the query logs.
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3.2

Predications as a graph

SemRep predications extracted from MEDLINE citations are stored in SemMedDB [21].
Because of the triple nature of semantic predications with a subject concept, predicate,
and object concept, they are amenable to representation as a graph. Upon retrieving the
predications, vertices represent arguments (subject and object concepts) and the edges represent predicates. Earlier in figure 1.2, we showed limited number of nodes connected to
Alzheimer’s disease, but in figure 3.1, all the opposing arguments of Alzheimer’s disease
in SemMedDB are shown.

Figure 3.1: Predicaions graph for Alzheimer’s

A schema of the PREDICATION AGGREGATE table is shown in table 3.1.
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Column Name Data Type
PID
int unsigned
SID
PNUMBER

int unsigned
int unsigned

PMID
predicate
s cui

int unsigned
varchar
varchar

s name
s type
s novel
o cui

varchar
varchar
BIT
varchar

o name

varchar

o type
o novel

varchar
BIT

Definition
Predication id number is an auto-generated number that represents each unique predication
Auto-generated number for each sentence
Predication number is the number of times the predication
is extracted from the sentence.
PubMed identifier of the citation
String representation of each predicate
Concept identifier (CUI) of the concept where the concept
is at the subject postion
String representation of subsequent concept name
Concept origination, for example Metathesaurus or Entrez
Whether a concept is a generalized term
Concept identifier (CUI) of the concept where the concept
is at the object postion
String representation of subsequent object position’s concept name
Concept origin
Flag for whether object is a generalized term

Table 3.1: Overview of the PREDICATION AGGREGATE table.
The vastness of the graph signifies the amount of research on this topic. In order to
extract all such predications, we query the SemMedDB where the object name or subject
name is equal to the seed concept (Alzheimer’s disease). When this query is executed
against the PREDICATION AGGREGATE table (see table 3.1), it returns any PubMed
citation ID, subject name, subject concept unique identifier (CUI), object name, object
CUI, and predicate associated with the seed concept. The concepts retrieved from this list
are queried again to retrieve list of concepts that are connected to the seed concept through
another node but are not related to the seed concept directly. The resulting set has three
nodes (where one of them is the seed concept) connected by two edges (predicates). We
extract various features from this graph data. The features are discussed under the feature
generation subsection (see next section).
SemRep precision has been reported to be between 66% and 73% [35]. To reduce the
impact of erroneous predications, we eliminate predications that only occur in the database
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a single time. Also, SemMedDB contains a flag identifying concepts as novel or nonnovel concepts, which allows the elimination of predications that contain non-novel (overly
generalized) terms, such as Pharmaceutical Preparations or Patients. The point of removing
such concepts is that they do not add any significant information to the topic but rather
give a degraded informative overview. We similarly disregard the concepts that occur in
predications containing the predicate “PROCESS OF”, due to its low level of specificity.

3.3

Feature Generation

An imperative step in data mining is the extraction of features in our dataset based on
degree centrality and frequency of occurrence. Degree centrality provides a measure of
overall connectivity of a node and suggests importance in a network [1], whereas frequency
of occurrence describes the instances of an edge and suggests commonality or familiarity
to a seed concept. The higher is the frequency, the more common the frequent term is
with respect to a seed topic and vice-versa. These metrics are calculated for each of the
seed concept’s opposing arguments (immediate neighbors of the seed concept) that occur
within the citations that contain the seed concept. Limiting the concepts to the same set
of citations assures that the scope of these opposing arguments is within the same context
of the seed concept. These features symbolize the characteristics of the connected node,
extending the gathered information to the scope of the individual concepts connected to the
seed concept. We identify the following 5 features :
• Total Predication Frequency (TPF): the total number of occurrences between the seed
concept and a specific opposing argument, regardless of predicate. In figure 3.2, the
seed concept has been shown to have three connections to concept A. Thus, the total
predication frequency of A with respect to the seed is 3. Mathematically, TPF can be
represented as:
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Figure 3.2: Diagram explaining attributes/features extracted from predications

T P F (vi ) =

n
X

edge(vi , vj )

(3.1)

j=0

• Total Unique Predicates (TUP): the number of unique predicates that connect the
seed concept and its opposing argument. This differs from TPF in that it is the number of unique edges connecting the seed concept and its opposing argument. In figure
3.2, the seed concept has been shown to have three connections to concept A. Assuming color represents a unique predicate, then A is connected by two different
predicates. Thus, the total unique predicates of A with respect to seed is 2. Mathematically, TUP can be represented as:

T U P (vi ) =

n
X

predicate!(vi , vj )

(3.2)

j=0

• Opposing Argument Predication Frequency (OAPF): for each of the seed concept’s
opposing arguments, we count the total number of predications containing it (but not
the seed concept) that were extracted from the topic-specific citations. In figure 3.2,
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B has four connections. Thus, the opposing argument predication frequency is also
4. Mathematically, OAPF can be represented as:

OAP F (vi ) =

n X
m
X

edge(vj , vk )

(3.3)

j=0 k=0

• Opposing Argument Total Connectedness (OATC): the total number of unique concepts (excluding the seed concept) attached to each of the seed concept’s opposing
arguments. In figure 3.2, concept B has four connections but is connected to only
two unique concepts, viz., I and H. Thus, the opposing argument total connectedness
is 2. Mathematically, OATC can be represented as:

OAT C(vi ) =

n X
m
X

node!(vk ) ∈ (vj , vk )

(3.4)

j=0 k=0

• Opposing Argument Unique Predications (OAUP): for each of the seed concept’s opposing arguments, we counted the total number of unique predications that contain
it but not the seed concept. In this scenario, figure 3.2 shows that concept B has a
unique predication with concept H, and then three predications that contain concept
I but two of the predicates are the same. In this case, we ignore the duplicate predications in the count. Thus, the opposing argument unique predications for B is 3.
Mathematically, OAUP can be represented as:

OAU P (vi ) =

n X
m
X

edge!(vj , vk )

(3.5)

j=0 k=0

The features mentioned here are also pre-processed and retrieved from SemMedDB
(version 23) using MySQL queries. The appendix C shows the code for retrieving the
information from SemMedDB that is used in this thesis.
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3.4

PubMed Query Logs

For the purpose of our study, we used a single 24-hour query log provided by the National Center for Biomedical Information (NCBI), the component of the National Library
of Medicine that provides the PubMed service. The dataset provided was anonymized by
the NCBI. The link to the file is: ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/wilbur/
DAYSLOG/.
The file includes: user ID (scrambled), timestamp (seconds since midnight EST), and
the query string as entered by the user.
A total of 2,996,301 queries were recorded in the log file issued by a total of 627,371
distinct users. The following is a snippet from the PubMed query logs:

USER ID |Timestamp |Query String
qL4ot4IOFkUAAEvYRYMAAAAB|336|jersmann H
-fJjX4IOFl0AAH06HRUAAAAE|337|hESC diffrentiation DNA chip
5Az38IIOFkMAAAz3hDYAAAAJ|337|spasm AMI
678rIoIOFkMAAA8ffJkAAAAH|337|angioimmunoblastic

lymphoma[MAJR]AND

Human[MH] AND English[LA] AND (sensitivity OR diagnosis[SH] OR diagnostic
use[SH] OR specificity) AND hasabstract

In terms of pre-processing, the log requires parsing because of the free-form nature of
the text that makes up the queries. The queries are filtered for relevance by eliminating any
entries that do not contain the seed concept. In order to find all the queries with any variant
of Alzheimer’s as a keyword, we search using a stemming approach matching the substring
“alzh *”.
The extracted queries are then annotated using MetaMap (see subsection: 2.2.1.2.2)
and the highest scoring UMLS Metathesaurus concepts are selected. The lists of secondary
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concepts included with the seed term are collected. The seed concept is removed due to its
consistency in all entries and not included in calculations.
The next step in the process is to collect statistics from this set. In addition to a raw
count of how many times the concept was searched, we also identify how many unique
users searched for these concepts. This is done in order to identify concepts that are popular with users. The raw count is normalized by dividing each observation by the total count
of all instances of all terms . The count of unique number of users searching for a given
term in conjunction with the seed concept is multiplied by this normalized count, providing an “interestingness score” . We ordered the concepts from highest to lowest scores
and identified natural intervals between clusters of concepts with the same score. These
cutoffs were used as thresholds for interestingness class definition in the model training
stage, considering all concepts above the threshold as interesting and all thresholds below
as uninteresting

3.5

Data Intersection

Not all concepts from SemMedDB occur in the PubMed query log and vice-versa. Therefore, after completing all the pre-processing steps, the datasets are compared in order to detect the overlap of concepts. Because the goal is to map relations between the two datasets,
it was necessary to restrict the datasets to concepts that are contained within both. Once
the dataset that contains the intersection of the two data sources is retained, the rest of the
concepts are discarded.
The subsequent graph feature information for all the overlapping concepts are extracted from the SemMedDB.
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3.6

Training the Models on the PubMed Query Log Concepts

This section provides the approach used to establish whether there are any computable
components to interestingness and whether there a possible way of capturing interestingness using the scoring of concepts from the PubMed query log.
This thesis uses RapidMiner Studio’s [25] implementation of the data mining algorithms mentioned in the data mining (section 2.2.4). After merging the datasets together,
the resulting dataset is exported as a tab separated file.
To begin with, we use the naı̈ve Bayes algorithm. In case of naive Bayes, there are no
parameters that can be tuned in the RapidMiner tool. This model is run on the Alzheimer
dataset with interestingness classification of the PubMed query log data set at each of the
three thresholds.
In the case of SVM (found under the Classification and Regression menu), the default parameters are used. This model is also run on the training dataset using all three
thresholds.
Finally, the rule induction (from the Classification and Regression category) training
was performed. The rule induction tool allows choosing feature selection operators. In
our experiments, we select information gain. It calculates entropy of all the attributes,
and the attribute with minimum entropy is selected for information split. The sample ratio
parameter that is used to specify ratio of training set used for growing and pruning is set
as 0.9, and minimal prune benefit as 0.3. The same experimental parameters are used at all
three thresholds.
All the processes are saved, as RapidMiner also provides operators for calculating
performance statistics. Picture 3.3, shows the RapidMiner’s interface. It also shows all the
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Figure 3.3: Screen capture of RapidMiner’s interface
relevant algorithms that were used.

3.7

Evaluation

In order to identify a best-performing model for our notion of interestingness in semantic
predication graphs, implementations of naı̈ve Bayes, SVM, and rule-induction algorithms
are used because they are compatible with our binary designation of interestingness as
determined from the PubMed query log. The three classifier algorithms are evaluated on
the training dataset using RapidMiner Studio.
RapidMiner contains an operator that outputs performance statistics used commonly
to evaluate data mining models. Specifically, we included precision and recall output in our
model design.
Prior to determining precision and recall, we must define the elements of our confusion
matrix. In our work, the following holds true:
• True Positive: concepts are defined as interesting and our model accurately identifies
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them as being interesting.
• True Negative: concepts are defined as uninteresting and our model correctly classifies them as uninteresting.
• False Positive: concepts are not defined as interesting but the model classifies them
as interesting.
• False Negative: concepts are defined as interesting but the model classifies them as
uninteresting.
In relation to our work, precision is defined as the ratio of correctly identified interesting concepts over the total number of concepts marked interesting by the model. The
precision is calculated using the equation 3.6.

P recision =

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseP ositive

(3.6)

The recall indicates how many of the concepts with a correlation above the interestingness threshold were classified as interesting by our model. The recall is calculated using
equation
Recall =

T rueP ositive
T rueP ositive + F alseN egative

(3.7)

F1-Score is a combination of precision and recall. F1-score gives the harmonic mean
of precision and recall. The formula used for calculating F1-score is shown in equation 3.8

F 1 − score = 2 ∗

3.7.1

P recision ∗ Recall
P recision + Recall

(3.8)

Testset Evaluation

After selecting the best-performing model on our Alzheimer’s test dataset, we measure this
model’s performance on three other data sets.
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• Schizophrenia: like Alzheimer’s, it is also a brain disorder. There is more concept
overlap with Alzheimer’s than in other diseases.
• Diabetes: a form of metabolic disease, developed as a result of prolonged high sugar
levels, with a very high prevalence in the United States as well as an increasing
amount of other regions.
• Colitis: a fairly broad concept meaning inflammation of the large intestine which
contains several more specific disease concepts such as Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis.
Precision, recall and F1-score are calculated for each of the test sets.
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4.

Results

The following chapter is divided into two sections: Model Training Results and Results of
Evaluation of Model on Test Data Sets. The first section describes the results of training
models with several algorithms and different thresholds for concept interestingness. The
evaluation section discusses the performance of the best model from the training phase on
three test datasets with different disease seed terms.

4.1

PubMed Query Log Interestingness Thresholds

We identified three different natural thresholds within the Alzheimer’s data set that correspond to levels between groups of concepts with the same calculated interestingness score.
The distribution of the interestingness scores is shown in figure 4.1. An abbreviated view
showing the section with the lowest interestingness scores and the thresholds for classification as interesting is shown in figure 4.2. These three interestingness score levels are greater
than 0.007393715 (greater than “0.20” standard deviations below the mean or roughly the
top 41%), greater than 0.003080715 (greater than “0.15” standard deviations below the
mean or roughly the top 33%), and greater than 0.001848429 (greater than “0.02” standard
deviations below the mean or roughly the top 18%).
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Figure 4.1: Interestingness Score Distribution

4.2

Model Training Results

The graph 4.3 shows the precision of three models on the Alzheimer’s dataset at different
thresholds for interestingness class identification. The SVM algorithm performed the best
across all three thresholds with regards to precision (41% interesting: 0.79 precision, 33%:
0.97, 18%: 1.00) and worked especially well with the imbalanced classes (18% or 33%
interesting), although with a precision of 100%, overfitting is possible (discussed in 5).
The rule induction generated model at the 33% threshold was the third highest performer
overall with a precision of 0.92 and naı̈ve bayes consistently achieved the lowest precision.

In figure 4.4, the recall of each model is shown. The rule induction model performed
the best at the 41% interesting threshold with regard to recall which was 0.57 . The second
best score was significantly lower at 0.44 for SVM at the 18% interesting threshold. Again
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Figure 4.2: Interestingness Thresholds

naı̈ve bayes performed the lowest with a bottom score of only 0.26 at the 41% cutoff.
The rule induction model performed the best at the 41% interesting threshold with
regard to recall which was 0.57 . The second best score was significantly lower at 0.44
for SVM at the 41% interesting threshold. Again naı̈ve Bayes performed the lowest with
a bottom score of only 0.26 at the 18% cutoff. Figure 4.5 suggests that F1 score for rulebased induction gives the best overall score in comparison to the other algorithms at 0.66
when the interestingness threshold was set to the concepts scoring in the top 41%. The
support vector machine had the second highest F1-score at the 18% threshold(0.62). The
Naı̈ve Bayes model consistently performed the worst on the training data.
Table 4.1 shows the confusion matrix of rule induction on the Alzheimer’s training
dataset.
Based on the F1-score, the rule-based induction algorithm performed the best with
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Figure 4.3: Precision
Table 4.1: Confusion matrix for rule-induction
True 1
Predicted 1 59 (true positive)
Predicted 0 45 (false negative)
Class Recall 56.73%

True 0
Class Precision
16 (false positive) 78.67%
135 (true negative) 75%
89.4%

training dataset and was subsequently evaluated on the test datasets. In summary, the performance of this model is as follows: precision 0.78, recall 0.57, and F1-score 0.66.

4.3

Results of Evaluation of Model on Test Data Sets

The model classified 45% concepts as interesting for Schizophrenia dataset, 42% for Diabetes, and 40% for Colitis (see Figures 4.6 A, B, and C). As showing in 4.7, when comparing these results to the interestingness score from PubMed query log data for each concept,
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Figure 4.4: Recall

the rule-induction generated model’s performed best on the dataset for the most conceptually similar seed concept, Schizophrenia(precision: 0.73, recall: 0.36, F1 score: 0.48).
On the Diabetes dataset, the model achieved precision of 0.67, recall of 0.28 and an F1score of 0.40. The model performance was lowest on the graph data for the most abstract
and possibly least similar seed concept, Colitis (0.64 precision, 0.17 recall and 0.27 F1score). Overall, the evaluation suggests that concepts classified as interesting were likely
to be scored as interesting in the seed concept query log data, however, the model failed to
retrieve a majority of the interesting concepts.
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Figure 4.5: F1-Score

Figure 4.6: Interesting - Non-interesting concept distribution
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Figure 4.7: Performance Statistics on test sets
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5.

Discussion

This thesis presents a method of modeling user defined interest using features of semantic predication graphs. These graphs represented a summary of the assertions contain in
the biomedical literature in relation to a specific seed concept. This is a significant first
step in making concept interestingness computable and shows strong potential for further
development.

5.1

Interestingness Assumption

The notion of interestingness has begun to be explored in the biomedical domain. Several
attempts at characterizing what makes a concept interesting have been attempted [6, 40, 39],
but a formalized, computable definition has not been produced. In this work on interestingness, an assumption is made that concepts that co-occur with a given seed term in PubMed
queries can be considered interesting for the users searching for these terms. This relies on
the assumption that when a user enters a search into a search engine, such as the PubMed
interface, they have an inherent interest in their search and the specific concepts included
in the query. Without such an interest, there would arguably be no point in submitting the
query.
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5.2

Model Selection

The rule-induction model performed well overalland had the highest F1-score with the
41% threshold with precision of nearly 0.78, recall at around 0.57, and F1-score of 0.67
on the test set. Although the SVM model had lower F1-scores, it had higher precision than
the rule-induction model but the precision of 1.00 was highly suggestive of overfitting.
The problem of overfitting on the dataset can be handled in the future by running crossvalidation and see which gamma performs best. The naı̈ve-bayes model generally did not
perform well with this feature set. This could be attributable to the fact that the features
used in this thesis are not completely independent, which violates a basic assumption of
the naı̈ve-bayes classifier.

5.3

Model Performance and Limitations

Precision and recall are evaluated for this model on three different disease test sets: Schizophrenia, Diabetes, and Colitis. The recall in our results represents the number of concepts
classified as interesting by our model compared to the number having an interestingness
score (based on correlation with the seed term in PubMed query logs) above the selected
threshold, that is, the number of interesting concepts were classified as interesting by our
model. As observed, the precision ranges between 0.64-0.72 for test sets. The results for
the Schizophrenia data set were best (0.72 precision and 0.35 recall), which was not unexpected since it is a brain disorder like the training set, Alzheimer disease, and therefore
shares many concepts and relations with the training set. The recall for the test sets varied
between 0.15-0.35. The recall drops for colitis but this may in part be due to this seed
term having significantly fewer search terms extracted from the PubMed query log (587
versus 1321 for Schizophrenia and 1681 for Diabetes). The number of concepts remaining
common between the PubMed dataset and SemMedDB dataset is only 131 concepts com41

pared to 276 for Schizophrenia and 434 for Diabetes and also about half of the number of
concepts in the training dataset (255).
Low model recall presents potential limitations and should be addressed in subsequent iterations of model design. However, for the goals inspiring this thesis, precision
is in general more important than recall. The need for the identified concepts to be truly
interesting is greater than the need of finding all interesting concepts. The techniques that
will potentially incorporate this advance all require a reduction of returned information or
summarization.
Some error in model training is likely due to error in the component data. This includes
recognition of terms in the PubMed query logs by MetaMap. MetaMap’s performance has
been estimated at 0.85 precision and 0.78 recall as per [14]. Extraction of predications also
provides a limitation of model training. SemRep has been evaluated for various scenarios,
but on an average has been evaluated to have approximately 0.60 recall and 0.75 precision
[35]. The errors in our component data contribute to the error in our model. Although
efforts are underway to improve the performance of MetaMap and SemRep, we have taken
steps to minimize the error of these components. For Metamap, we select concepts with the
highest score. For SemRep, we use multi-source consensus, that is, we remove predications
that only occur once in order to reduce the amount of noise in our dataset.

5.4

Analysis of PubMed Query Log Concepts

In order to establish the advantage of using semantic predication graphs in the identification of interestingness, an analysis of how the type of concept relates to interestingness
was performed by a physician. The concepts from the Alzheimer set were analyzed to
identify probable point of reference of the user, i.e., what was the likely motivation of the
user in searching for this concept in conjunction with Alzheimer disease. The goal was
to identify whether this contributes to the interestingness of the concept. If it does, there
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should be a measurable difference in the categorical makeup of the interesting concepts
versus the uninteresting group, i.e., certain categories should be more interesting than others and therefore would be more abundant in the list of interesting concepts. Ten categories
were identified in both the interesting and uninteresting subsets. These categories (for instance Cellular & Molecular Mechanisms of Disease, Causes, and Treatment) are included
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. A given concept could be judged with more than one category, for
example Cerebral Infarction was labeled with both Causes and Complications because the
user might ask whether cerebral infarction can cause Alzheimer disease as well as asking
whether Alzheimer patients are more likely to suffer cerebral infarction.
Table 5.1: Abundance of concept categories for interesting concepts
Concept category
Count Percentage
Cellular & Molecular Mechanisms
25
34%
Causes
20
27%
Treatment
17
23%
Prevention
9
12%
Complications
7
10%
Diagnosis
7
10%
Differential Diagnoses
4
5%
Location
3
4%
Signs & Symptoms
2
3%
Populations
1
1%

Table 5.2: Abundance of concept categories for uninteresting concepts
Concept category
Count Percentage
Cellular & Molecular Mechanisms
63
35%
Causes
40
22%
Treatment
38
21%
Prevention
15
8%
Signs & Symptoms
15
8%
Diagnosis
10
6%
Differential Diagnoses
7
4%
Location
7
4%
Complications
3
2%
Populations
3
2%
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In order to establish the advantage of using semantic predication graphs in the identification of interestingness, an analysis of how the type of concept relates to interestingness
was performed. The concepts from the Alzheimer’s set were analyzed to identify probable
point of reference of the user, i.e., what was the likely motivation of the user in searching for
this concept in conjunction with Alzheimer’s disease. The goal was to identify whether this
contributes to the interestingness of the concept. If it does, there should be a measurable
difference in the categorical makeup of the interesting concepts versus the uninteresting
group, i.e., certain categories should be more interesting than others and therefore would
be more abundant in the list of interesting concepts. Ten categories were identified in both
the interesting and uninteresting subsets. These categories (for instance Cellular & Molecular Mechanisms of Disease, Causes, and Treatment) are included in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. A
given concept could be judged with more than one category, for example Cerebral Infarction was labeled with both Causes and Complications because the user might ask whether
cerebral infarction can cause Alzheimer’s disease as well as asking whether Alzheimer’s
patients are more likely to suffer cerebral infarction.
The breakdown of categories was very closely related between the interesting and
uninteresting concepts. In fact, the order of frequency for each category was the same
except that Signs & Symptoms and Complications are switched, with Complications at
10% in interesting and 2% in uninteresting, while Signs & Symptoms is 3% in interesting
and 8% in uninteresting, but in both cases the frequency is always at or below 10%. This
indicates a minimal contribution of concept category to interestingness and suggests that
network structure of the predications does not simply serve as an indirect extension of
concept type.
However, the categorical review of concepts did provide some insight into the types of
users in the query log, which supports expanding the methodology to consider categories of
user in the model development. Individual concepts were suggestive of several categories
of users: active researcher at basic or clinical science level, practicing specialist, prac-
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ticing primary care clinician, caregiver/family member of patient, and lay user concerned
with prevention of Alzheimer disease. For instance, the concept apolipoprotein E-4, being of the traditional mechanistic investigation in Alzheimer disease, is more likely to be
searched for by a user who is actively engaged in research with this substance or by a user
with some basic knowledge such as a caregiver, whereas hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase inhibitors are fairly new to the investigation for treatment options so are more likely
to be searched for by neurologists or psychiatrists treating Alzheimer patients or clinical
researchers actively investigating this area. The searches for general concepts such as genes
or potential causes with no published precedence such as prions are likely to be attributable
to naı̈ve users looking for an initial understanding of the disease. Queries that included
supplements such as curcumin or melatonin are likely to be conducted by lay users interested in prevention but may also be of interest to researchers and primary care providers.
Advanced terminology unfamiliar to the average user (e.g.,anosognosia) suggests usage by
an expert, such as a clinical specialist or scientist or possibly trainees in these areas. Incorporating user categories into model development has the potential to improve performance
and further tailor the identification of interesting results a highly subjective task to the
specific target user.

5.5

Applicability

The application of this work can be used to facilitate the selection of concepts to present
users in open-discovery systems, such as SKD[40], Bitola[19] and iExplore[28]. The
figure 5.1 shows all the associated concepts that will be retrieved when user queries for
Alzheimer’s disease in SemMedDB, and figure 5.2 presents all the interesting concepts that
will be retrieved for the same query, Alzheimer’s disease. Interesting concepts identified
using the model proposed can aid users by focusing their search on concepts more likely to
be of interest, thereby reducing time and effort and increasing effectiveness. By expanding
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model training by differentiating user groups when defining interestingness, recommendations could be further tailored to the user’s specific interests leading towards a personalized
research recommendation system.

Figure 5.1: All Concepts for Alzheimer’s disease
This work can also be extended to trend analysis. Since the interestingness score is
based on the graph characteristics from a dataset derived from biomedical literature, the extracted predications will change overtime as the research involving the concepts progresses.
The notion of interestingness can be expected to evolve temporally along with the advancement in biomedical research. There is existing work by Moerchen et. al.[27] which predicts
emerging trends in the biomedical domain based on textual data. Their work uses MeSH
annotations and calculates the relative frequency change over time. The benefit of using
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Figure 5.2: Interestingness Concepts for Alzheimer’s disease
interestingness would mean showing how a particularly interesting concept has evolved in
the literature for a seed concept. This can be relatively useful to biomedical researchers for
early detection of relatively new or trendy related topics for a given seed topic.
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6.

Future Work

We have already mentioned the benefit of improving precision and especially recall of
the model as well the tools used to provide input data, SemRep and MetaMap, but there
are additional elements of our methodology that might be targeted for improvement. This
work has focused specifically on the interestingness of concepts but could also be expanded
to identifying interestingness of predications, that is the entire subject-relationship-object
triple. Currently, we are exploiting a single measure of centrality degree centrality but
other measures such as betweenness centrality can be added to the feature set. Betweenness centrality for a given node provides the number of shortest paths between all nodes
in a graph that contain it. This can further complement our approach as it can provide a
measure of overall centrality in the graph. We rely on PubMed query log for our current
definition interestingness and this is a fairly noisy dataset. For example, the same user
may search for the same query multiple times in a single day. In current work, we are
trying to remove the bias by normalizing by total search occurrences and number of distinct users. This will not necessarily remove biases in searches that originate from novice
users, non-biomedical domain experts, or other types of non-targeted users. Using a query
log covering longer period may also be helpful by potentially yielding more co-occurring
concepts and minimizing temporal anomalies.
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7.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we present the first attempt to correlate the interestingness of concepts with
graph features of predications extracted from the biomedical literature, as well as the first
use of PubMed query logs as a source for defining interesting concepts. In this study, concept interestingness is specific to the context of a PubMed user’s search in the biomedical
literature. In order to calculate Interestingness, we combine an information seeking dataset
a 24-hour PubMed query log with a biomedical literature assertion database, SemMedDB.
Our approach scores interestingness of concepts based on their correlation with a specific
seed concept in a 24-hour log of search queries, and then correlates these scores with graph
metrics of the concepts within a graph of semantic predications connected to that seed concept. We modeled this relationship using rule based, SVM, and naı̈ve Bayes algorithms. In
our training experiments the rule-induction model outperformed the others. When applied
to test dataset, the rule-based model performed best on Schizophrenia, which is the seed
concept most similar to Alzheimer’s disease of the three disease concepts used for testing.
In conclusion, the positive correlation shown between these two datasets and the strong precision produced by our model demonstrates the strong potential of this approach to provide
searchers with more interesting concepts from assertions extracted from the biomedical
literature.
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Appendix A

Complete Output of SemRep Parser
The following is the output of SemRep parser as shown in 2.2.1.2.4.
head([lexmatch([elevation]), inputmatch([elevation]), tag(noun), bases([elevation])]),
[ prep([lexmatch([of]), inputmatch([of]), tag(prep), bases([of])]),
mod([lexmatch([plasma]), inputmatch([plasma]), tag(noun), bases([plasma])]),
head([lexmatch([levels]), inputmatch([levels]), tag(noun), bases([level])])], [prep([lexmatch([of]),
inputmatch([of]), tag(prep), bases([of])]),
head([lexmatch([glucose]), inputmatch([glucose]), tag(noun), bases([glucose])])],
[conj([lexmatch([and]), inputmatch([and]), tag(conj), bases([and])])],
[head([lexmatch([insulin]), inputmatch([insulin]), tag(noun), bases([insulin])])],
[verb([lexmatch([leads]), inputmatch([leads]), tag(verb), bases([lead])])], [prep([lexmatch([to]),
inputmatch([to]), tag(prep), bases([to])]), det([lexmatch([a]), inputmatch([a]), tag(det), bases([a])]),
head([lexmatch([decrease]), inputmatch([decrease]), tag(noun), bases([decrease])])],
[prep([lexmatch([in]), inputmatch([in]), tag(prep), bases([in])]), mod([lexmatch([plasma]),
inputmatch([plasma]), tag(noun), bases([plasma])]),
mod([lexmatch([’amyloid precursor protein’]), inputmatch([amyloid,precursor,protein]), tag(noun),
bases([amyloid,precursor,protein])]), head([lexmatch([concentration]), inputmatch([concentration]),
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tag(noun), bases([concentration])])]
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Appendix B

Complete Output of SemRep’s Analysis
The following is the output of SemRep’s analysis on a given text, as used in 2.2.1.2.4.
SE|00000000||tx|1|text|elevation of plasma levels of glucose and insulin leads to a decrease in plasma amyloid precursor protein concentration
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0702240|Elevation|spco|||elevation||||1000|1|9
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0032105|Plasma|bdsu|||plasma||||888|14|19
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0441889|Levels|inpr|||levels||||888|21|26
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0017725|Glucose|bacs,carb,phsu|||glucose||||1000|31|37
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0021641|Insulin|aapp,horm,phsu|||insulin||||1000|43|49
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0547047|Decrease|qnco|||decrease||||1000|62|69
SE|00000000||tx|1|entity|C0085151|Amyloid beta-Protein Precursor|aapp,bacs|||amyloid
precursor protein||||893|81|105
SE|00000000||tx|1||4|1|C0021641|Insulin|aapp,gngm,horm,phsu |aapp |||insulin ||||1000|43|49|NOM
|INHIBITS||62|69|1|1|C0085151|Amyloid beta-Protein Precursor|aapp,gngm,bacs|gngm|||amyloid
precursor protein||||893|81|105
SE|00000000||tx|1||4|1|C0017725|Glucose|bacs,carb,phsu |bacs |||glucose ||||1000|31 |37
|NOM |INHIBITS ||62 |69 |1 |1 |C0085151 |Amyloid beta-Protein Precursor |aapp,gngm,bacs
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|gngm |||amyloid precursor protein ||||893 |81 |105
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Appendix C

Feature Generation Queries on SemMedDB ver 23
The MySQL queries provided here are used for extracting features as mentioned in section
3.3. The following query retrieves all the concepts connected to “seed term” when the
concept appears atleast once.

1

SELECT o_name, sum(c) FROM (SELECT o_c.PREFERRED_NAME AS o_name, ...
count(*) as c FROM CONCEPT AS s_c JOIN CONCEPT_SEMTYPE AS s_cs ...
ON s_c.CONCEPT_ID = s_cs.CONCEPT_ID JOIN PREDICATION_ARGUMENT ...
AS s_pa ON s_cs.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID = s_pa.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID ...
JOIN PREDICATION AS p ON s_pa.PREDICATION_ID = ...
p.PREDICATION_ID JOIN PREDICATION_ARGUMENT AS o_pa ON ...
o_pa.PREDICATION_ID = p.PREDICATION_ID JOIN CONCEPT_SEMTYPE AS ...
o_cs ON o_cs.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID = o_pa.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID JOIN ...
CONCEPT AS o_c ON o_c.CONCEPT_ID = o_cs.CONCEPT_ID JOIN ...
SENTENCE_PREDICATION AS s ON s.PREDICATION_ID = ...
p.PREDICATION_ID JOIN SENTENCE AS se ON se.SENTENCE_ID = ...
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s.SENTENCE_ID JOIN CITATIONS AS ci ON ci.PMID = se.PMID WHERE ...
s_c.PREFERRED_NAME = ' + seed term + ' AND o_cs.NOVEL = 'Y' ...
AND s_pa.TYPE = 'S' AND o_pa.TYPE = 'O' AND p.PREDICATE NOT ...
LIKE \'PROCESS_OF' group by o_c.PREFERRED_NAME
count(*)>1

UNION

having ...

SELECT s_c.PREFERRED_NAME AS o_name, ...

count(*) as c FROM CONCEPT AS s_c JOIN CONCEPT_SEMTYPE AS s_cs ...
ON s_c.CONCEPT_ID = s_cs.CONCEPT_ID JOIN PREDICATION_ARGUMENT ...
AS s_pa ON s_cs.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID = s_pa.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID ...
JOIN PREDICATION AS p ON s_pa.PREDICATION_ID = ...
p.PREDICATION_ID JOIN PREDICATION_ARGUMENT AS o_pa ON ...
o_pa.PREDICATION_ID = p.PREDICATION_ID JOIN CONCEPT_SEMTYPE AS ...
o_cs ON o_cs.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID = o_pa.CONCEPT_SEMTYPE_ID JOIN ...
CONCEPT AS o_c ON o_c.CONCEPT_ID = o_cs.CONCEPT_ID JOIN ...
SENTENCE_PREDICATION AS s ON s.PREDICATION_ID = ...
p.PREDICATION_ID JOIN SENTENCE AS se ON se.SENTENCE_ID = ...
s.SENTENCE_ID JOIN CITATIONS AS ci ON ci.PMID = se.PMID WHERE ...
o_c.PREFERRED_NAME = ' + seed term + ' AND s_cs.NOVEL = 'Y' ...
AND s_pa.TYPE = 'S' AND o_pa.TYPE = 'O' AND p.PREDICATE NOT ...
LIKE 'PROCESS_OF' group by s_c.PREFERRED_NAME

having ...

count(*)>1) as a GROUP BY o_name ORDER BY sum(c) DESC;

The following piece of code extracts the value of OAPF part of 3.3. The “all citations”
is the list of all citations that contain seed concept, and “opposing argument” is one of the
concepts that co-occurs with seed concept.

1

SELECT count(*) as count FROM PREDICATION_AGGREGATE where PMID in ...
(" + all citations + ") AND ((s_name NOT LIKE '" + seed ...
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concept + ' AND o_name NOT LIKE ' + seed concept + ') AND ...
(s_name = ' + opposing argument + ' OR o_name = ' + opposing ...
argument + ')) and s_novel = true and o_novel = true AND ...
predicate NOT LIKE 'PROCESS_OF';

The following piece of code extracts the value of OATC part of 3.3. The “all citations”
is the list of all citations that contain seed concept, and “opposing argument” is one of the
concepts that co-occurs with seed concept.

1

SELECT count(distinct o_name) as count FROM PREDICATION_AGGREGATE ...
where PMID in (" + all citations + ") AND ((s_name NOT LIKE '" ...
+ seed concept + ' AND o_name NOT LIKE ' + seed concept + ') ...
AND (s_name = ' + opposing argument + ')) and s_novel = true ...
and o_novel = true AND predicate NOT LIKE 'PROCESS_OF' group ...
by o_name; + {ADD};

SELECT count(distinct s_name) as count ...

FROM PREDICATION_AGGREGATE where PMID in (" + all citations + ...
") AND ((s_name NOT LIKE '" + seed concept + ' AND o_name NOT ...
LIKE ' + seed concept + ') AND (o_name = ' + opposing argument ...
+ ')) and s_novel = true and o_novel = true AND predicate NOT ...
LIKE 'PROCESS_OF' group by s_name;

The following piece of code extracts the value of OADC part of 3.3. The “all citations”
is the list of all citations that contain seed concept, and “opposing argument” is one of the
concepts that co-occurs with seed concept.

1

SELECT predicate, o_name as count FROM PREDICATION_AGGREGATE ...
where PMID in (" + all citations + ") AND ((s_name NOT LIKE '" ...
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+ seed concept + ' AND o_name NOT LIKE ' + seed concept + ') ...
AND (s_name = ' + opposing argument + ')) and s_novel = true ...
and o_novel = true AND predicate NOT LIKE 'PROCESS_OF' group ...
by predicate, o_name;

UNION

SELECT predicate, s_name as ...

count FROM PREDICATION_AGGREGATE where PMID in (" + all ...
citations + ") AND ((s_name NOT LIKE '" + seed concept + ' AND ...
o_name NOT LIKE ' + seed concept + ') AND (o_name = ' + ...
opposing argument + ')) and s_novel = true and o_novel = true ...
AND predicate NOT LIKE 'PROCESS_OF' group by predicate, s_name;

In this particular scenario, all duplicate predicate-concept pair are removed, and only unique
pairs are accounted for.
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